1. Leave the oil in the ground

Tune: 17th century melody arr. Kate Howard
Words: Jane Lewis
1. Leave the oil in the ground, sing out now, sing
out now,
Leave the oil in the ground, sing out now.
For a future clean and fair, full of life for all to share
We can show the world we care, no more carbon in
the air
Leave the oil in the ground
2. Leave the gas beneath the sea, sing out now,
sing out now,
Leave the gas beneath the sea, sing out now,
This is an emergency, limit change to two degrees,
The earth’s our treasury, so leave a hopeful legacy,
Leave the gas beneath the sea
3. Leave the coal in the seam, sing out now, sing
out now,
Leave the coal in the seam, sing out now,
Let us turn our planet green, making energy that’s
clean
Sun and wind and tidal schemes, come let’s realise
our dream
Leave the coal in the seam

4. You gentle people all sing out now, sing out
now,
You gentle people all sing out now
This planet to maintain, profiteering we disdain,
Shameless companies we name, public ownership
we claim,
Leave the oil in the ground

2. This is an emergency
Margot Henderson
Hey people have you heard
Climate Change is costing the Earth
We need to talk and walk the walk
This is an Emergency
Hey people spread the word
We have to take care of this wonderful World
The birds and bees, the yous and mes
This is an Emergency
Hey people can't you see
This is an Emergency
There's not much time, dial 999
This is an Emergency

3. Tell the Truth (G/B/D)
Kirsty Martin
There’s another way there’s another way etc
Tell the truth, act now,
Let’s build a brand new model,
And bring the old one down

4. We Shall Be Known
Karisha Longaker of MaMuse
We shall be known by the company we keep,
By the ones who circle round to tend these fires.
We shall be known by the ones who sow and reap
the seeds of change alive from deep within the earth.
It is time now, it is time now that we thrive,
It is time we lead ourselves into the well.
It is time now, and what a time to be alive,
In this great turning we shall learn to lead in love,
In this great turning we shall learn to lead in love.

5.One by One
Michael Stillwater
One by one everyone
Comes to remember we’re
Healing the
World one heart at a
Time

